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Art Gallery of Guelph hosts Matthew Moore, artist, farmer, and food activist, 

on August 30, 2017 

 

The Art Gallery of Guelph is pleased to welcome Matthew Moore – multimedia artist, farmer, and food 

activist – for a dialogue about the intersection of art and agriculture on Wednesday, August 30, 6:30 pm. 

With a artistic practice that engages issues related to land, food, and sustainability, Moore will speak to 

his use of documentary tactics, land-based installation, and community engagement as means to 

deepen agricultural knowledge while increasing consciousness of our relationship to the land and food 

production. All welcome, free admission. 

 

As cities and their corresponding hinterlands grow both ever larger and ever more disconnected, 

Moore’s artistic projects insert the land back into public consciousness and recentre our conversations 

about sustainable practices – including Rotations: Moore Estates, a crop-based installation that tangibly 

captures changing land use, and the Digital Farm Collective, a global database documenting cultivated 

plant growth. 

 

In addition to thought-provoking discussion about the social impact of art, attendees will enjoy local 

organic produce provided courtesy of Guelph-based Ignatius Farm, an organization committed to 

Community Shared Agriculture – an alternative food access and distribution method linking customers 

directly to the farm. 

 

Based in Phoenix, Moore’s work involves a combination of social practice, large scale earthworks and 

built environments meant to instil new insight as well as social change. Recent exhibitions include solo 

projects and commissions for the Phoenix Art Museum, the Speed Museum, the Sundance Film Festival, 

the Walker Art Center, MassMoCA, the World Congress of Soil Science in Korea, and Nuit Blanche 

Toronto, and he has been featured in publications including Art Forum, Art in America, Art Lies, 

Metropolis, Dwell, and Architecture. 

 

This presentation and the Art Gallery of Guelph’s LAND Studio residency are presented in conjunction 

with the Musagetes Foundation. 

http://matthewmoore.com/portfolio_page/rotations-moore-estates/
http://matthewmoore.com/portfolio_page/digital-farm-collective/
http://musagetes.ca/


 

 

 

ABOUT THE ART GALLERY OF GUELPH 

The Art Gallery of Guelph (AGG) is one of Canada’s premier public art spaces, engaging audiences with 

innovative artists and ideas from around the world. Through a rigorous and collaborative artistic 

program that positions visual culture in an ever-changing cultural landscape, the gallery supports social 

exchange and shapes public discourse. Located in one of Canada’s most innovation-rich and socially-

engaged urban environments, AGG offers compelling artistic encounters and contributes to a thriving 

national artistic climate through global connections that foster and proliferate creativity and 

imagination. For directions and information about all of our programs, please visit 

www.artgalleryofguelph.ca. 
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For further information, please contact: 

Alexandra Hartstone, Community Engagement Coordinator 

ahartstone@artgalleryofguelph.ca / 519-837-0010 ext. 2  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Image: Matthew Moore, Rotations: Moore Estates #5, 2006, 35 acre project, sorghum, wheat, C-print, 61×76.2 cm 
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